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A Localized Interaction Surface
for Voltage-Sensing Domains
on the Pore Domain of a K1 Channel
sixth transmembrane segments (S5±S6) of the voltage-
gated channel subunits correspond to the two mem-
brane-spanning segments of the simple pore channel
subunits and assemble to form a K1-selective pore do-
main (Figures 1A±1C) (MacKinnon and Miller, 1989;
Yingying Li-Smerin,² David H. Hackos,²
and Kenton J. Swartz*
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics Unit
National Institute of Neurological Disorders
and Stroke
National Institutes of Health MacKinnon and Yellen, 1990; Hartmann et al., 1991;
Bethesda, Maryland 20892 MacKinnon, 1991; Yellen et al., 1991; Yool and Schwarz,
1991; Liman et al., 1992; Heginbotham et al., 1994; Ran-
ganathan et al., 1996; Armstrong and Hille, 1998; Doyle
et al., 1998; MacKinnon et al., 1998). The substantial
Summary
sequence homology, together with the conservation of
pore-blocking toxin receptors and many fundamentalVoltage-gated K1 channels contain a central pore do-
pore properties, argue that the structure of the poremain and four surrounding voltage-sensing domains.
domain of voltage-gated K1 channels is likely to be veryHow and where changes in the structure of the volt-
similar to that of KcsA (Doyle et al., 1998; MacKinnon etage-sensing domains couple to the pore domain so as
al., 1998; Heginbotham et al., 1999). A major distinctionto gate ion conduction is not understood. The crystal
between the voltage-gated K1 channels and the simplestructure of KcsA, a bacterial K1 channel homologous
pore channels like KcsA is that voltage-gated channelsto the pore domain of voltage-gated K1 channels, pro-
have the unique ability to couple changes in membranevides a starting point for addressing this question.
voltage to opening or closing of the ion conduction poreGuided by this structure, we used tryptophan-scan-
and do so in a steeply voltage-dependent manner. Thisning mutagenesis on the transmembrane shell of the
voltage-sensing capability appears to be associatedpore domain in the Shaker voltage-gated K1 channel
with a domain-like voltage-sensing structure that is con-to localize potential protein±protein and protein±lipid
structed from the remaining transmembrane segmentsinterfaces. Some mutants cause only minor changes
(S1±S4) of the voltage-gated K1 channels (Liman et al.,in gating and when mapped onto the KcsA structure
1991; Papazian et al., 1991, 1995; Perozo et al., 1994;cluster away from the interface between pore domain
Planells-Cases et al., 1995; Aggarwal and MacKinnon,subunits. In contrast, mutants producing large changes
1996; Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Seohin gating tend to cluster near this interface. These
et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996; Yusaf et al., 1996; Charesults imply that voltage-sensing domains interact
and Bezanilla, 1997; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 1997; Li-with localized regions near the interface between adja-
Smerin and Swartz, 1998; Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998;cent pore domain subunits.
Ledwell and Aldrich, 1999). While the structure of the
voltage-sensing domains remains poorly understood,
recent results from scanning mutagenesis studies sug-Introduction
gest that all four segments in the voltage-sensing do-
mains are membrane-spanning a helices (Monks et al.,Two unifying features of all members of the K1 channel
1999; Hong and Miller, 2000; Li-Smerin et al., 2000) (Fig-superfamily are that they are tetramers and that they
ures 1A and 1B).contain a highly K1-selective ion conduction pore. In
While the pore domain of voltage-gated K1 channelscontrast, a diversity of mechanisms seem to underlie
is undoubtedly similar to the simple pore channels likethe gating (opening and closing) of these channels.
KcsA, there is at least one way in which the two poresBased on hydrophobicity analysis and sequence com-
are probably quite different. KcsA is a relatively simpleparisons, there are two basic types of K1 channel sub-
integral membrane protein (Schrempf et al., 1995; Cuellounits. One variety has two membrane-spanning seg-
et al., 1998; Heginbotham et al., 1998), where the aminoments per subunit and is found in the simple pore
acid residues on the transmembrane surface presum-channels, like the prokaryotic KcsA K1 channel and the
inward rectifier K1 channels. The three-dimensional ably interact with lipid molecules in the membrane
structure of the KcsA K1 channel has been solved by (Doyle et al., 1998). In contrast, at least some of the
X-ray diffraction, showing that the two transmembrane outer surface residues in the pore domain of the voltage-
segments are a helices with the linker between them gated K1 channels have adapted to form a protein±
forming a short pore helix and selectivity filter (Doyle et protein interface with the four voltage-sensing domains.
al., 1998). One might therefore expect to find lipid-interacting resi-
The other variety of K1 channel subunit contains six dues in KcsA that correspond to residues that are in-
membrane-spanning segments and is seen in the volt- volved in protein±protein interactions in the voltage-
age-gated K1 channels (Figure 1A). The fifth through gated K1 channels. This expectation is hinted at by a
sequence comparison between KcsA and voltage-gated
K1 channels, where at a number of positions, the volt-* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: swartzk@
age-gated channels contain highly conserved residuesninds.nih.gov).
² These authors contributed equally to this work. that are very different from the corresponding residues
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Figure 1. Identification and Sequence Com-
parison of Outer Shell Residues in the Pore
Domain of KcsA and Voltage-Gated K1
Channels
(A) Membrane-folding model for a voltage-
gated K1 channel showing six membrane-
spanning a helices (black and blue cylinders),
a short pore helix (short blue cylinder), and
two possible a helices in the extracellular link-
ers (gray cylinders). The black and gray heli-
ces comprise the voltage-sensing domains,
while the blue region (S5 through S6) forms
the pore domain. See Monks et al. (1999),
Li-Smerin et al. (2000), and Hong and Miller
(2000) for details.
(B) Possible arrangement of transmembrane
helices in the tetrameric voltage-gated K1
channel shown schematically according to
Li-Smerin et al. (2000).
(C) Sequence alignment of the bacterial KcsA
K1 channel with four classes of voltage-gated
K1 channels. Diagram above amino acid se-
quences indicates secondary structural mo-
tifs in KcsA. TM1 and TM2 in KcsA corre-
spond to S5 and S6 in the voltage-gated K1
channels, respectively. Highlighted in yellow
are amino acid residues whose side chains in
KcsA face the lipid membrane. Four of these
residues (identified by red arrows) have very
different side chains in the voltage-gated
channels as compared to the KcsA channel
and are highly conserved within the voltage-
gated K1 channel families. All yellow residues
in the Shaker K1 channel were mutated, most
to tryptophan and several to alanine. An as-
terisk indicates that 3 (Shaw) and 10 (Kv3.1)
residues have been deleted for purposes of
alignment. In both channels the deleted se-
quences correspond to the turret-forming re-
gion of KcsA.
(D) Atomic structure of KcsA looking at the
side of the channel (left) or from above (right)
with shell residues colored yellow. Residues
indicated with red arrows in (A) are shown in
red. A line indicates the approximate position
of the interface between two adjacent pore
subunits. Light blue areas represent the lipid
membrane.
in KcsA. For example, E395 in Shaker is conserved in shell, leaving gaps between adjacent voltage-sensing
domains, where membrane lipids might interact directlyall the voltage-gated K1 channels yet corresponds to
A28 in KcsA (Figure 1). It is unlikely that E395 interacts with the shell of the pore domain. If the protein±protein
interface between voltage-sensing and pore domainsdirectly with lipid, yet the crystal structure of KcsA
shows that A28 faces into the lipid membrane. Three participates in transducing conformational changes in
the voltage sensors to gating of the pore, then mutationsother residues in KcsA (T101, V106, and W113) are very
different from the corresponding residues in voltage- at this interface should have profound effects on channel
gating. In contrast, if some residues retain an interactiongated K1 channels (Shaker residues L468, P473, and
N480) and are conserved among the voltage-gated K1 with the lipid membrane, they should be much less sen-
sitive to mutation as long as the mutant amino acid ischannels. Interestingly, all of these residues lie in the
groove between adjacent pore domain subunits (Fig- relatively hydrophobic. To examine this possibility, we
used tryptophan-scanning mutagenesis (Choe et al.,ure 1D).
Suppose that in voltage-gated channels the shell of 1995; Sharp et al., 1995a, 1995b; Collins et al., 1997;
Monks et al., 1999). Mutations to tryptophan, which typi-the pore domain has evolved to interface with the four
voltage-sensing domains. One possibility is that the four cally produce large changes in side chain volume, are
likely to disrupt protein±protein interactions but havevoltage-sensing domains might completely envelop the
pore domain, effectively insulating the pore domain from little or no effect on protein±lipid interactions because
tryptophan is hydrophobic. We mutated residues in S5the lipid membrane. An alternative, and perhaps more
realistic, possibility is that the voltage-sensing domains through S6 of the Shaker voltage-gated K1 channel that
correspond to presumed lipid-exposed residues in theinteract with only discrete regions of the pore domain
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KcsA K1 channel structure. The perturbation in gating
energetics produced by each mutant was determined
and the results mapped onto the structure of the KcsA
K1 channel. The emerging patterns are consistent with
the presence of protein±lipid interfaces on the shell of
the pore domain and imply that the voltage-sensing do-
mains interact with the pore domain near the interface
between pore domain subunits.
Results
Perturbations in Gating Properties by Mutation
of Residues in the Shell of the Pore Domain
We began by identifying residues in the KcsA structure
whose side chains project out from the protein within the
presumed membrane-spanning regions of the channel.
These 37 residues presumably interact with membrane
lipids, so it is not surprising that most contain hydropho-
bic side chains. From an alignment between the trans-
membrane part of KcsA (TM1±TM2) and the pore domain
of the Shaker K1 channel (S5±S6), we identified 37 resi-
dues in Shaker that correspond to the 37 lipid-exposed
residues in KcsA (Figure 1, yellow highlighted residues).
Of these residues, 31 were then mutated to tryptophan,
while the 6 native phenylalanine and tryptophan resi-
dues were mutated to alanine. Wild-type and mutant
Shaker K1 channels were expressed in Xenopus oocytes
and their gating properties examined using voltage-
clamp techniques. Remarkably, 31 out of 37 mutations
resulted in channels that could be functionally ex-
pressed. Of the expressing mutants, 30 were voltage
gated, existing in closed states at negative voltages and
Figure 2. Voltage-Activation Relations for Eight Shaker K1 Channelopen states at positive voltages, and all but one of the
Mutants with Gating Properties Very Similar to the Wild-Typemutant channels had normal ion selectivity. These re-
Channel
sults suggest that most mutations did not produce
(A) Families of current records for wild-type and eight mutant Shaker
global changes in channel structure. The six mutants K1 channels. For all families, depolarizations were to voltages be-
that resulted in no detectable expression were I400W, tween 260 mV and 120 mV with 5 mV increments between consecu-
V407W, A417W, I429W, P430W, and I464W. tive traces. Holding voltages were 290 mV for wild type, F416A,
W454A, and L461W, and 2100 mV for G397W, F404A, G406W,Voltage±activation relations were examined for each
A413W, and V453W. Test pulse duration was 50 ms in all cases.of the expressing mutants using tail current protocols
(B) Normalized tail current voltage±activation relations for wild-type(Figures 2, 3, and 5; see Experimental Procedures). A
and mutant Shaker K1 channels. Same oocytes as in (A). Tail cur-
surprising number of mutants displayed gating behavior rents were measured 1±2 ms after repolarization to the following
that was very similar to the wild-type channel. Figure 2 tail voltages: 260 mV for F404A, A413W, F416A, and V453W; 270
shows families of current records and voltage±activation mV for wild-type, W454A, and L461W; 290 mV for G406W; and 2100
mV for G397W. Smooth curves are Boltzmann fits to the data withrelations for G397W, F404A, G406W, A413W, F416A,
the following parameters: wild type: V50 5 232 mV, z 5 3.1; G397W:V453W, W454A, and L461W. For all eight of these mu-
V50 5 243 mV, z 5 4.9; F404A: V50 5 235 mV, z 5 3.6; G406W: V50 5tants, the shapes and positions of the voltage±activation
225 mV, z 5 2.2; A413W: V50 5 217 mV, z 5 3.2; F416A: V50 5relations were very similar to the wild-type channel. In
228 mV, z 5 2.5; V453W: V50 5 237 mV, z 5 5.0; W454A: V50 5 229
addition, both the activation and deactivation kinetics mV, z 5 2.6; L461W: V50 5 233 mV, z 5 3.5.
of these mutants were relatively normal. In contrast, a
larger number of mutants displayed gating behavior that
was clearly distinguishable from the wild-type channel. displayed large gating currents. Figure 4A shows gating
currents recorded from an oocyte expressing P473W.Figure 3 shows current families and voltage±activation
relations for three exemplary mutants, V437W, S412W, The integral of the gating currents elicited by depolariza-
tion (Qon) and subsequent repolarization (Qoff) was similarand E395W. V437W channels open at more negative
voltages compared to wild-type channels, while S412W and varied as a function of voltage in a saturable manner
(Figure 4B). The kinetics of Qoff varied as a function ofand E395W require much larger depolarizations to open.
The perturbation in gating for E395W was particularly voltage, decaying rapidly for weak depolarizations and
more slowly for stronger depolarizations, similar to whatlarge, with a midpoint of activation of 1212 mV for the
example shown in Figure 3. has been observed previously for the Shaker K1 channel
(Perozo et al., 1992, 1993; Bezanilla and Stefani, 1998).The biophysical properties of three mutant channels
were particularly interesting. First, P473W resulted in These results suggest that P473W is trapped in a non-
conducting state (possibly inactivated), similar to thatchannels that conducted no detectable ionic current but
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Figure 4. Gating Currents in a Nonconducting Mutant Shaker K1
Channel
(A) Family of gating currents in an oocyte expressing P473W. Depo-
larizations began at 2100 mV and ended at 220 mV, in 10 mV
increments. Membrane voltage was depolarized from 2110 mV and
stepped back to 2110 mV. Test pulse duration was 50 ms. Leak
and linear capacitive currents have been subtracted with a P/4
protocol. Subpulses were in the hyperpolarizing direction from a
holding voltage of 2110 mV elicited at 0.5 s intervals.
(B) Normalized gating charge (Q) plotted as a function of the test
voltage for W434F and P473W. Both the on and off components of
gating current were integrated and the average normalized gating
charge plotted as a function of voltage. For P473W, the data are
from the same oocyte as in (A). The voltage protocol for W434F was
identical to that for P473W. Smooth curves are Boltzmann fits to
the data with the following parameters: P473W: V50 5 264 mV, z 5
2.5; W434F: V50 5 248 mV, z 5 4.5.Figure 3. Voltage-Activation Relations for Mutant Shaker K1 Chan-
nels with Altered Gating Properties
(A) Families of current records for wild-type and two mutant Shaker described for W434F, a well-studied nonconducting mu-
K1 channels. Currents were activated using a family of voltage tant of the Shaker K1 channel (Yang et al., 1997). Inter-
pulses separated by 5 mV increments. For V437W, the holding volt-
estingly, the midpoint and slope for the Q±V relationsage was 2100 mV, tail voltage was 2140 mV, test depolarizations
for P473W was significantly different than that observedbegan at 270 mV, and test pulse duration was 100 ms. For wild
type, the holding voltage was 290 mV, tail voltage was 270 mV, for W434F (Figure 4B). This indicates that the conforma-
test depolarizations began at 270 mV, and test pulse duration was tional changes in the voltage-sensing domains, as re-
50 ms. For S412W, the holding voltage was 2100 mV, tail voltage flected in the Q±V relations, are sensitive to mutation of
was 15 mV, test depolarizations began at 0 mV, and test pulse the pore domain residue P473.
duration was 60 ms.
Two other mutants, F401A and F402A, displayed very(B) Normalized tail current voltage±activation relations for wild type,
interesting gating behavior (Figure 5). For both mutantsV437W, and S412W. Same oocytes as in (A). Tail currents were
measured 1±2 ms after repolarization to the appropriate tail voltage. there was a component of ionic current that occurred
Smooth curves are Boltzmann fits to the data with the following at negative voltages (Figures 5B and 5F), very similar to
parameters: V437W: V50 5 254 mV, z 5 7.7; wild type: V50 5 232 that of the wild-type channel, albeit with faster activation
mV, z 5 3.1; S412W: V50 5 127 mV, z 5 2.2. and deactivation kinetics (Figures 5A and 5E). However,
(C) Families of current records for E395W. Fifteen millisecond test
a second phase of ionic current activation was observeddepolarizations were to voltages between 130 mV and 1250 mV
at more depolarized voltages. In addition, gating cur-with 10 mV increments between consecutive traces. Holding voltage
was 290 mV, and tail voltage was 130 mV. rents were clearly evident along with the ionic currents
(D) Normalized tail current voltage±activation relations for wild type at negative voltages and thus were unusual in that the
and E395W. The relation for E395W is from the same oocytes as two types of currents were comparable in amplitude
in (C), and the relation for wild type is from the same oocyte as in
(A) and (B). Tail currents were measured 3 ms after repolarization
to 130 mV. Smooth curve for E395W is a Boltzmann fit to the data
with V50 5 1212 mV, z 5 0.52. In uninjected oocytes endogenous fore, tail currents elicited by repolarization to 130 mV are relatively
currents are typically observed at these positive voltages. The proto- free of endogenous currents. Also, only oocytes expressing E395W
col used above was designed to minimize contamination by endoge- to relatively large levels (tail currents z2±3 mA) were used. We con-
nous currents as follows. The endogenous currents activate rather firmed that the channels activated by large depolarizations in oo-
slowly (t » several hundred milliseconds), so only short duration test cytes injected with E395W cRNA were blocked with AgTx2, a pore-
pulses (15 ms) were used to study E395W. The endogenous currents blocking toxin that inhibits the Shaker K1 channel (Garcia et al.,
activated by large depolarizations reverse near 130 mV, and there- 1994) but has no effect on the endogenous currents.
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(Figures 5A and 5E). The Q±V relations for both F401A
and F402A were very similar to that for W434F, sug-
gesting that the voltage sensor rearrangements were
relatively unaltered in these two mutants (Figures 5C,
5D, 5G, and 5H). A previous study of mutations at F401
in Shaker showed rightward shifts in the conductance±
voltage relations with relatively normal Q±V relations and
concluded that these mutations mainly affect the final
closed-to-open transition in the activation pathway (Ka-
nevsky and Aldrich, 1999). Our results are consistent
with these previous results, with the exception that we
observed a component of the G±V relations for F401A
that was very similar to the voltage±activation relations
for the wild-type channel.
In order to quantitate the effects of mutation on volt-
age-dependent gating, we viewed activation as a single
transition between closed and open channels. We then
calculated the free energy difference between open and
closed states at 0 mV (DGo) from the parameters ob-
tained by fitting a single Boltzmann function to voltage±
activation relations (Figure 2; Table 1). DDGo values were
then calculated to quantitate the mutation-induced per-
turbation in DGo. The 31 expressing mutants varied
greatly in how much the side chain volume was altered,
ranging from 15 AÊ 3 to 115 AÊ 3. We were therefore con-
cerned that the energetic perturbations might reflect
how drastic (or modest) the side chain volume was al-
tered rather than whether specific residues were in-
volved in protein±protein or protein±lipid interfaces. To
account for this potential bias, we weighted the pertur-
bation energies by the change in volume (DDGow) and then
compared the patterns observed using both weightedFigure 5. Gating Properties of F402A and F401A
and unweighted energies. Table 1 summarizes the gat-(A) Families of current records for F402A Shaker K1 channels. Depo-
larizations were to voltages between 2100 mV and 190 mV with 5 ing properties for all 31 expressing mutations.
mV increments between consecutive traces. Holding voltages were
2100 mV, and test pulse duration was 50 ms. Leak and linear capaci- Mapping the Perturbations in Gating
tive currents have been subtracted with a P/4 protocol. Subpulses onto the KcsA K1 Channel Structure
were in the hyperpolarizing direction from a holding voltage of 2100
To initially map the perturbations in gating onto the KcsAmV, elicited at 0.5 s intervals. Large gating currents (Ig), identified
structure, we grouped mutants into several categories.with arrows, are seen along with ionic currents in control solutions.
Transient inward currents observed following repolarization are not
ionic current deactivation but almost entirely off gating current (ionic
current deactivation of this mutant is faster than off gating current). hyperpolarizing direction from a holding voltage of 2100 mV, elicited
(B) Normalized conductance±voltage (G±V) relations for F402A. at 0.5 s intervals. Small gating currents (Ig), identified by arrows, are
Same oocytes as in (A). Conductance was arbitrarily normalized by seen along with ionic currents in control solutions. Transient inward
dividing by the conductance evoked by depolarization to 190 mV. currents observed following repolarization are not ionic current de-
Smooth curve is a Boltzmann fit to the first component with V50 5 activation but almost entirely off gating current (ionic current deacti-
242 mV, z 5 4.7. Dotted line is a Boltzmann fit for the wild-type tail vation of this mutant is faster than off gating current). Note that the
current voltage±activation relations with V50 5 234 mV, z 5 3.7. time base for F401A in (E) is different than that for F402A in (A).
(C) Family of gating currents in an oocyte expressing F402A with (F) Normalized conductance±voltage (G±V) relations for F401A.
ionic currents blocked by 200 nM AgTx2. Depolarizations began at Same oocytes as in (E). Conductance was arbitrarily normalized by
290 and ended at 210 mV, in 10 mV increments. Membrane voltage dividing by the conductance evoked by depolarization to 140 mV.
was depolarized from a holding voltage of 2100 mV and stepped Smooth curve is a Boltzmann fit to the first component with V50 5
back to 2100 mV. Test pulse duration was 30 ms. Linear capacitive 237 mV, z 5 3.5. Dotted line is a Boltzmann fit for the wild-type tail
currents have been subtracted with a P/4 protocol in the hyperpolar- current voltage±activation relations with V50 5 234 mV, z 5 3.7.
izing direction from a holding voltage of 2100 mV. (G) Family of gating currents in an oocyte expressing F401A with
(D) Normalized gating charge (Q) plotted as a function of the test ionic currents blocked by 200 nM AgTx2. Depolarizations begin at
voltage for F402A and W434F. Both the on and off components of 290 and end at 210 mV, in 10 mV increments. Membrane voltage
gating current were integrated and their normalized average plotted was depolarized from a holding voltage of 2100 mV and stepped
as a function of voltage. For F402A, the data are from the same back to 2100 mV. Test pulse duration was 30 ms. Linear capacitive
oocyte as in (C). The voltage protocol for W434F was identical to currents have been subtracted with a P/4 protocol in the hyperpolar-
that for F402A. Smooth curves are Boltzmann fits to the data with izing direction from a holding voltage of 2100 mV.
the following parameters: F402A: V50 5 249 mV, z 5 3.4; W434F: (H) Normalized gating charge (Q) plotted as a function of the test
V50 5 247 mV, z 5 4.7. voltage for F401A and W434F. Both the on and off components of
(E) Families of current records for F401A Shaker K1 channels. Depo- gating current were integrated and their normalized average plotted
larizations were to voltages between 2100 mV and 140 mV, with 5 as a function of voltage. For F401A, the data are from the same
mV increments between consecutive traces. Holding voltages were oocyte as in (G). Smooth curve for F401A is a Boltzmann fit to the
2100 mV, and test pulse duration was 100 ms. Leak and linear data with V50 5 251 mV, z 5 3.2. Q±V for W434F from (D) is shown
capacitive currents have been subtracted with a P/4 protocol in the for comparison.
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Table 1. Gating Properties of Mutant Shaker K1 Channels
V50 z DGo DDGo DDGow
Shaker KcsA (mV) (kcal mol21)
Wt 230.5 6 0.56 3.8 6 0.11 22.7 6 0.12
M393W W26 243.9 6 0.41 5.7 6 0.23 25.8 6 0.27 23.1 25.4
R394W R27 27.2 6 0.93 2.4 6 0.14 20.4 6 0.08 12.3 110.4
E395W A28 1180.4 6 7.7 0.8 6 0.05 13.2 6 0.22 15.9 17.4
G397W G30 245.3 6 0.89 5.4 6 0.44 25.6 6 0.57 22.9 21.7
L398W A31 121.1 6 1.3 1.8 6 0.12 10.9 6 0.09 13.6 16.3
I400W T33 no expression
F401Aa V34 237.0 6 0.44 3.8 6 0.18 23.3 6 0.18 20.6 20.6
S5 F402Aa L35 240.5 6 0.58 4.7 6 0.21 24.4 6 0.20 21.7 21.7
(TM1) F404A V37 235.5 6 0.39 4.2 6 0.18 23.4 6 0.17 20.7 20.7
I405W I38 124.9 6 1.5 2.6 6 0.09 11.4 6 0.06 14.1 17.1
G406W V39 222.3 6 0.65 2.4 6 0.06 21.2 6 0.06 11.5 10.9
V407W V40 no expression
V408W L41 12.1 6 0.46 2.3 6 0.14 10.1 6 0.02 12.8 13.3
L409W A42 11.7 6 0.71 2.5 6 0.22 10.1 6 0.05 12.8 14.9
S412W Y45 125.5 6 1.5 2.5 6 0.25 11.5 6 0.15 14.2 13.2
A413W L46 218.1 6 0.85 4.2 6 0.29 21.8 6 0.21 10.9 10.6
F416A L49 226.2 6 0.78 2.4 6 0.08 21.5 6 0.08 11.2 11.2
A417W A50 no expression
I429W Y62 no expression
Pore P430W P63 no expression
Helix F433A L66 10.8 6 1.1 1.6 6 0.03 10.03 6 0.04 12.7 12.7
V437W V70 256.2 6 0.48 7.7 6 0.22 29.9 6 0.26 27.2 28.5
V453W L86 234.2 6 0.89 4.3 6 0.32 23.4 6 0.33 20.7 20.8
W454A W87 224.1 6 1.1 2.5 6 0.06 21.4 6 0.06 11.3 10.9
I457W L90 213.8 6 1.4 1.9 6 0.14 20.6 6 0.08 12.1 13.7
V458W V91 26.7 6 1.3 3.3 6 0.14 20.5 6 0.11 12.2 12.6
S460Wb V93 194.9 6 4.3 0.5 6 0.01 11.1 6 0.07 13.8 12.9
L461W V94 232.2 6 1.2 4.2 6 0.25 23.1 6 0.29 20.4 20.7
S6 I464W V97 no expression
(TM2) A465W A98 259.3 6 1.4 8.7 6 0.89 212.0 6 1.4 29.3 26.6
L468W T101 247.6 6 0.65 4.8 6 0.23 25.3 6 0.31 22.6 24.5
T469W S102 236.7 6 1.3 5.6 6 0.29 24.8 6 0.41 22.1 22.0
I470W F103 247.1 6 1.4 7.0 6 0.52 27.7 6 0.78 25.0 28.7
L472W L105 150.4 6 3.6 0.5 6 0.01 10.6 6 0.04 13.3 15.8
P473Wc V106 nonconducting (gating currents only)
I477W L110 260.4 6 0.07 6.5 6 0.35 29.0 6 0.51 26.3 211.0
N480W W113 15.3 6 2.1 1.4 6 0.07 10.2 6 0.07 12.9 13.0
The first two columns indicate the mutation made in Shaker and the corresponding amino acid in KcsA. V50 and z are from fits of single
Boltzmann functions to tail voltage±activation relations (see Figures 2, 3, and 5; Experimental Procedures). DGo, DDGo, and DDGow are described
in the Experimental Procedures. Several mutations resulting in no detectable expression are indicated.
a The G±V relations for both F402A and F401A contained two components, with the first component resembling the tail activation-relation for
the wild-type channel and a second component observed at more depolarized voltages. For both mutants, gating currents were observed
that were of similar amplitude to the first component of the G±V relations, indicating either a very small single channel conductance or, more
likely, a very small open probability. The indicated values in the table correspond only to the first component of the G±V relations.
b S460W resulted in channels with no apparent selectivity between K1, Rb1, Na1, or Cs1 (data not shown).
c P473W resulted in channels that displayed gating currents without any detectable ionic current (see Figure 4). Instantaneous I±V relations
were examined for all channels with 50 mM Rb1 external and endogenous K1 internal (z100 mM). Reversal voltages for all mutants (except
S460W) were very close to that of the wild-type channel (approximately 225 mV).
Values are mean 6 SEM for parameters obtained from fitting between 4 and 37 voltage±activation relations per channel.
The eight mutants shown in Figure 2 have only minor to F402A and F401A. When mapped onto the structure
of KcsA, the minor impact residues (light and dark blue)changes in their voltage±activation relations with
jDDGowj , 2 kcal mol21 (range, 0.3±1.7 kcal mol21). We tend to be clustered together, spiraling down the side
of the pore domain shell (Figure 6A). Most of the minordefined mutants in this category as having only a minor
impact on gating and assigned a light blue color. F402 impact residues are positioned a significant distance
from the interface between adjacent pore domain sub-and F401 are similar to the minor impact residues in
that the first components of the G±V relations are very units.
Twenty mutants display gating behavior with jDDGowj $similar to the wild-type channel. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, the Q±V relations for these two mutants are very 2 kcal mol21 (range, 2±11 kcal mol21). We defined resi-
dues in this group as having a major impact on gatingsimilar to those of control channels, suggesting that the
perturbations observed for these two mutants are not and assigned a color of red. P473W, the nonconducting
mutant with an altered Q±V relations, was assigned athe result of altered interactions with the voltage-sens-
ing domains. We therefore assigned a dark blue color color of orange, and the nonexpressing mutants were
Scanning Mutagenesis of the K1 Channel Pore Domain
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Figure 6. Mapping of Gating Perturbations
for Shaker Mutants onto the Atomic Structure
of KcsA
(A) Eight KcsA residues are colored blue that
correspond to Shaker mutants displaying
gating behavior similar to wild-type channels
with jDDGowj , 2 kcal mol21 (see Figure 2 and
Table 1). F402A and F401A are colored dark
blue (see Figure 5 and Table 1). These resi-
dues are colored on two adjacent subunits
shown in two side views with 458 rotation be-
tween them. All residues contain KcsA side
chains but numbering from the Shaker K1
channel. Light blue background shading rep-
resents the lipid membrane.
(B) Twenty KcsA residues are colored red that
correspond to Shaker mutants displaying
gating behavior different than wild-type chan-
nels (jDDGowj $ 2 kcal mol21). These 20 resi-
dues are colored on two adjacent subunits
shown in two side views with 458 rotation be-
tween them. The ten residues from (A) are
colored blue as before for comparison.
P473W (nonconducting, gating currents only)
is colored orange. All residues contain KcsA
side chains but numbering from the Shaker
K1 channel. Six residues whose mutations
resulted in nonfunctional channels are col-
ored maroon.
colored maroon. To initially define the major impact clus- residue only once. The structure was then rotated about
the central pore axis and the calculation of mean jDDGowjter, we color-coded each residue only once in the region
between two minor impact clusters on adjacent subunits repeated through the full 3608, yielding a plot of mean
jDDGowj versus rotational angle (Figure 7). A 4-fold re-(Figure 6B). (If we assume 4-fold symmetry, then for a
given gating state, each voltage-sensing domain only peating pattern is observed, reflecting the fact that the
structure of KcsA has approximate 4-fold symmetrycontacts a given residue once.) This approach shows
that there is a cluster of major impact residues, con- (Doyle et al., 1998). The relevant part of the pattern is
that large peaks in free energy change are observed fortaining no intercalating minor impact residues, roughly
centered in the region near the interface between adja- sections in the major impact cluster, and minima are
observed for sections centered on the minor impactcent pore domain subunits. Five out of six nonexpress-
ing mutant channels are located within the cluster of cluster (Figure 7). A similar pattern was observed when
the analysis was performed using free energy valuesmajor impact residues defined by jDDGowj (Figure 6B).
It is interesting that the clusters of minor and major (DDGo) that were not weighted by volume change (Figure
7). This analysis shows that the simple pattern that isimpact residues lie at an angle (z408) that is steeper
than that of the interface between adjacent pore domain observed with the binary categorization method can
withstand the elimination of arbitrary numerical cutoffssubunits (z208). The steeper angle means that the extra-
cellular part of this major impact cluster lies to one side between minor and major impact categories.
To more closely examine the cluster of major impactof the subunit interface, while the central part of the
cluster is centered at the interface. Since the cluster of residues, we subdivided these residues into those caus-
ing relative stabilization of the open (negative DDGo) orminor impact residues does not extend completely to
the cytoplasmic end of the pore, a major impact cluster closed (positive DDGo) states of the channel (Figure 8).
It is clear that the major impact residues are not distrib-cannot be defined in this region.
To quantitatively evaluate the apparent pattern ob- uted randomly with respect to polarity of DDGo but clus-
ter into one of three patches. Residues with negativeserved with the binary categorization of residues de-
scribed above, we sectioned the KcsA structure at an DDGo values cluster together in the middle of the groove
between adjacent pore domain subunits. The mutationsangle (438 relative to the central pore axis) correspond-
ing to the stripes of minor and major impact residues giving positive values of DDGo lie in two groups, one at
the internal side of the pore domain shell and one at the(Figure 7). We then calculated mean jDDGowj for all resi-
dues with a carbons within each section, counting each external side.
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(Figure 9). The other pattern is that the separation of
adjacent major impact clusters by a minor impact cluster
does not continue through the full thickness of the
membrane. The intracellular portion of the pore domain
contains a continual ring of major impact residues en-
compassing the entire circumference of the molecule
(Figure 9).
Discussion
Our objective was to examine the possibility that some
regions of the transmembrane shell in the pore domain
in voltage-gated K1 channels interface with membrane
lipids, while other regions interface with the four sur-
rounding voltage-sensing domains. We used trypto-
phan-scanning mutagenesis to distinguish between
protein±protein and protein±lipid interfaces. We began
by using the structure of KcsA to identify residues in
the pore domain of Shaker that project out away from
the central axis and end by mapping the gating perturba-
tions in Shaker onto the structure of KcsA. Thus, a very
basic premise of this approach is that the structures of
KcsA and the pore domain of Shaker are for the most
part very similar. Overall, there is quite strong sequence
conservation between KcsA and the pore domain of the
Figure 7. Patterns and Distributions of Gating Perturbations Shaker channel (Figure 1) (Doyle et al., 1998; MacKinnon
(A) Quantitative analysis of the lateral surface pattern of gating per- et al., 1998), especially for the external two-thirds of the
turbations. Shown on top are two images of the KcsA crystal struc- two transmembrane helices. In addition, the structural
ture at two different angles of rotation (separated by 458) on the requirements for the binding of pore-blocking toxins are
pore axis with minor impact (jDDGowj , 2 kcal mol21) and major
present in the outer vestibule of both channels (MacKin-impact (jDDGowj $ 2 kcal mol21) residues for all subunits shown in
non et al., 1998), and the two channels share manyblue and red, respectively. F402A and F401A are dark blue, and
P473W is orange. Maroon residues were nonexpressing. Sections fundamental pore properties (Heginbotham et al., 1999).
(6 AÊ thick) through the molecule are shown tilted at a fixed angle These facts argue that the structure of the pore domain
of 438 relative to the pore axis. The section through the 1698 model of the Shaker K1 channel is very similar to KcsA, at
encloses a cluster of blue residues, while the slice through the 2148 least for the external two-thirds of the pore domain. In
model includes only red residues. Mutant residues having their a
contrast, for the internal or cytoplasmic one-third of thecarbon inside the 6 AÊ section were identified and either mean jDDGowj
pore, the sequence conservation between KcsA andor mean jDDGoj calculated for each section. The calculation was
repeated at 18 intervals through a full 3608 rotation along the pore Shaker is less strong, raising the possibility that the two
axis, and the results plotted as a function of rotation angle (bottom). pores may adopt significantly different structures in this
Each residue was counted only once per section. Closed circles region. This is especially true for the C-terminal one-
show mean jDDGowj, and open circles show mean jDDGoj. The re- third of the inner helix (TM2 or S6), for example, where
peating pattern (period 5 908, reflecting z4-fold symmetry) shows
voltage-gated channels contain a highly conserved Pro-a peak where sections contain many residues near the interface
Val-Pro motif that is not seen in KcsA (Figure 1). Thisbetween pore domain subunits and a minimum where sections con-
tain many residues distant from the interface. Section angles dif- suggests that patterns on the internal one-third of the
fering from 438 show less clear patterns (the integral of the 908 peak pore should be interpreted cautiously.
in the power spectrum of the data shown has its maximum value One of the most important observations we made was
at 438). The axis of rotation was defined by a least-squares minimiza- that the gating properties of a significant number of
tion of the sum of standard deviations of the distances between
mutants were relatively normal (minor impact). Foreach of the four equivalent a carbons and the axis of rotation for
G397W, F404A, G406W, A413W, F416A, V453W, W454A,the 97 quartets of a carbons in KcsA. Subtle asymmetries evident
in the graph reflect asymmetries in the model of KcsA (see Doyle and L461W, the shapes and positions of the voltage±
et al., 1998). activation relations were very similar to those of the
wild-type channel (Figure 2). In addition, both the activa-
tion and deactivation kinetics of these mutants wereTwo other patterns were observed when Shaker
jDDGowj values were mapped onto KcsA. First, mutants relatively normal. The relatively normal gating behavior
of these mutants is not due to a bias created by differ-causing the largest effects on gating tend to be posi-
tioned toward the cytoplasmic or internal side of the ences in side chain volume because the pattern ob-
served in Figure 7 was similar for DDGo values beforepore domain shell (Figure 9). This pattern is apparent
from color coding of residues according to jDDGowj or and after weighting for changes in volume. (The average
volume change for the eight minor impact mutants wasfrom sectioning through KcsA and examining how mean
jDDGowj per section varies as a function of depth into actually slightly greater [75 AÊ 3] than the average for the
entire data set [68 AÊ 3].) In fact, for two of these mutantsthe membrane (Figure 9). The same trend was observed
when the analysis was performed using free energy val- (G397 and G406), the mutation introduces the largest
possible side chain where there was originally only aues (DDGo) that were not weighted by volume change
Scanning Mutagenesis of the K1 Channel Pore Domain
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Figure 8. Clustering of Mutations Stabilizing
Open or Closed States
Clustering of mutations producing either left-
ward or rightward shifts in voltage±activation
relations. Yellow residues correspond to
Shaker mutants displaying leftward-shifted
voltage±activation relations and DDGow , 22
kcal mol21. Dark green residues correspond to
Shaker mutants displaying rightward-shifted
voltage±activation relations and DDGow . 12
kcal mol21. Blue residues are as in earlier fig-
ures with jDDGowj , 2 kcal mol21. These resi-
dues are colored on two adjacent subunits
shown in two side views with 458 rotation be-
tween them.
hydrogen atom. Thus, taking into consideration the the voltage-sensing domains. When the ten minor im-
drastic nature of these mutations, the most likely conclu- pact mutants are mapped onto the KcsA structure, it is
sion is that none of these residues participates in a evident that these residues tend to cluster together,
dynamic interface with the voltage-sensing domains. spiraling down the side of the pore domain shell (Fig-
For F401A and F402A, while there was a component of ure 6A).
the voltage±activation relations that was relatively wild Why are the gating properties of the Shaker K1 chan-
type, there was other evidence that these mutants were nel relatively insensitive to mutation of residues in the
not normal (Figure 5). For both mutants, gating currents minor impact cluster? Hypothetically, the minor impact
were observed that were of a size similar to those of residues could be involved in protein±protein interac-
the first component of ionic current, and there was a tions that do not change during gating. This possibility
second component of ionic current observed at more seems remote because one would have to posit pre-
depolarized voltages. However, for these two mutants, cisely balanced perturbations for all conformational
the Q±V relations were similar to the wild-type channels, states of the channel in the context of quite large
suggesting that movement of the voltage sensors is changes in side chain volume. More likely, residues in
relatively unaltered. We conclude that F401 and F402 the minor impact cluster either interface directly with
are most likely not located at a dynamic interface with membrane lipids, like the corresponding residues in
KcsA, or they line water-filled crevices located between
the pore and the voltage-sensing domains. While our
results do not rigorously distinguish between these two
possibilities, there are several reasons to think that the
minor impact residues interact with lipid. First, in Shaker,
most of the minor impact residues have hydrophobic
side chains (4F, 1W, 1L, 1V, 1A, and 2G), suggesting
that they interact with a similarly hydrophobic solvent.
Second, while there is significant sequence variability
at the minor impact residue positions between different
voltage-gated K1 channels, an observation consistent
with exposure to solvent (Hong and Miller, 2000), they
tend to be hydrophobic, and this tendency is the same
in both voltage-gated K1 channels and the KcsA K1
channel. This suggests that minor impact residues in
Figure 9. External-to-Internal Gradient in Gating Perturbations Shaker interact with a lipid environment, much like the
Gradient in magnitude of gating perturbations from external (top) equivalent residues in KcsA.
to internal (bottom) ends of the pore domain. KcsA residues are If the protein±protein interface involved in the dynamic
colored blue that correspond to Shaker mutants displaying gating interactions between the voltage-sensing and pore do-
behavior similar to wild-type channels (jDDGowj # 2 kcal mol21),
mains does not involve the minor impact cluster, it there-green for mutants with moderate changes (jDDGowj 2±5 kcal mol21),
fore most likely occurs through residues in the majorand red for mutants with large changes (jDDGowj $ 5 kcal mol21).
To quantitate the gradient, serial cross sections (6 AÊ ) perpendicular impact cluster. The calculation of DDGo assumes that
to the pore axis of the channel were made at 2 AÊ intervals. Mean the channel activates through a single closed-to-open
jDDGowj (closed circles) and mean jDDGoj (open circles) were calcu- transition, and clearly this is not the case. During the
lated for all shell residues whose a carbon was present in each
process of activation, the Shaker K1 channel undergoessection. Data shown are for all sections where jDDGowj values were
several highly voltage-dependent conformational changes,available for at least three residues per section (range, three to
eight). Data for jDDGoj were scaled by multiplying by 1.5. presumably corresponding to movements of the voltage-
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sensing domains, followed by weakly voltage-depen-
dent conformational changes that probably correspond
to movement of the gate (Hoshi et al., 1994; Zagotta et
al., 1994a, 1995b; Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a, 1998b,
1998c; Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998; Ledwell and Aldrich,
1999). Our DDGo values are sensitive to both of these
types of conformational changes, and therefore, we can-
not conclude which individual major impact residues are
involved in the important interactions between voltage-
sensing and pore domains. Indeed, in KcsA, proton-
dependent gating may involve rotation of the transmem-
brane helices (Perozo et al., 1999), and therefore, some
of our mutants might derive their effects on gating by
perturbing rotation of pore domain helices without influ-
encing the interaction between voltage-sensing and
pore domains. While we cannot generally equate the
cluster of major impact residues with the interface be-
tween voltage-sensing and pore domains, it seems
probable that the interface between voltage-sensing
and pore domains lies within the cluster of major impact
residues. This suggests that the voltage-sensing do-
Figure 10. An Architectural Model for a Voltage-Gated K1 Channelmains interact with the pore domain near the interface
with Localized Interaction Surfaces between the Voltage-Sensingbetween pore domain subunits. It is significant that the
Domains and the Pore Domainpattern of alternating major and minor impact clusters
(A) Atomic model of KcsA with a single major impact cluster in redcan still be seen when considering only the external
surrounded by two minor impact clusters in blue. The major impact
two-thirds of the pore domain, where the argument for cluster outlined in yellow indicates potential boundaries within which
structural similarities between Shaker and KcsA is the a voltage-sensing domain interacts with the pore. The cluster of red
residues projects into the membrane depths (and by inference thestrongest.
structure attached there) at an angle of z408. Adjacent pore domainIn both voltage-gated and KcsA K1 channels, the acti-
subunits are shaded either dark or light gray to show the subunitvation gate seems to be located near the internal or
interface.
cytoplasmic part of the pore (Armstrong, 1971; Holm- (B) Model showing voltage-sensing domains (formed by S1±S4) in-
gren et al., 1997, 1998; Liu et al., 1997; Perozo et al., teracting with only a part of the intramembrane surface of the pore
1998, 1999; Tatulian et al., 1998). Consistent with this domain (illustrated using KcsA). A single voltage-sensing domain
spirals down the side of the pore domain. At the extracellular sur-idea, we observed an external-to-internal gradient in
face, the voltage-sensing domain lies off the subunit interface butthe energetic perturbations, with mutants causing the
then moves into the interface at greater depths into the membrane.largest effects on gating positioned toward the cyto-
Membrane lipids may interact directly with part of the pore domain
plasmic side of the pore domain shell (Figure 9). This shell between adjacent voltage-sensing domains. The model is
pattern is still evident even if we do not consider resi- drawn to scale using overall dimensions of z80 AÊ 3 80 AÊ previously
estimated using electron microscopy (Li et al., 1994).dues in the internal one-third of the pore, where se-
quence differences leave open the possibility that KcsA
and Shaker have different structures (Figure 9).
A somewhat unexpected pattern was that major im- residues near the interface between adjacent pore do-
pact mutations tend to segregate according to whether main subunits (Figure 10A). The major impact cluster
they cause relative stabilization of either closed or open lies at a rather steep angle (z408), raising the possibility
states (Figure 8). Mutations to tryptophan will typically that the structure attached there also lies at a steep
destabilize protein±protein interactions. In this case, angle. The four voltage-sensing domains may not com-
negative values of DDGo, which reflect a relative stabili- pletely envelop the pore domain but extend from the
zation of the open state, may indicate destabilization core region like the petals of a flower (Figure 10B). For
of a protein±protein interaction important in the closed the external two-thirds of the pore domain (where minor
state. The reverse argument would hold for mutations impact residues are seen), adjacent voltage-sensing do-
yielding positive values of DDGo. Thus, the two clusters mains may not interact laterally but may be separated
at the ends of the membrane may mark the positions from each other by a crevice where the lipid membrane
of protein±protein interactions between voltage-sensing interacts directly with part of the pore domain shell.
and pore domains that are dominant in the open state While the minor impact cluster is only rarely more than
of the channel. The middle cluster may identify the posi- a single residue wide, it presumably only contains resi-
tion of an important protein±protein interaction in the dues that do not interact with voltage-sensing domains
closed state. Together, these results argue for a dynamic in any state. Virtually any movement of either the volt-
interface between the voltage-sensing domain and the age-sensing or pore domain would have the effect of
decreasing the size of the minor impact cluster andmajor impact cluster of residues on the pore domain.
A plausible model to explain our results would be that increasing the size of the major impact cluster. (This
might also explain the intercalation of major impact resi-voltage-sensing domains interact with the shell of the
pore domain within the region containing major impact dues like I405 and V458 between minor impact residues.)
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functions were fit to all voltage±activation relations according to theThus, the potential lipid-exposed crevice between adja-
following equation:cent voltage-sensing domains could be significantly
wider than the minor impact cluster. The absence of I/Imax 5 (1 1 e2zF(V 2 V50)/RT)21
minor impact residues from the inner one-third of the
Where I/Imax is the normalized tail current amplitude, z is the equiva-pore domain (Figure 9) raises the possibility that on the
lent charge, V50 is the half activation voltage, F is Faraday's constant,internal aspect of the channel, adjacent voltage-sensing
R is the gas constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin. The Gibbs
domains directly interact and completely envelop the free energy of activation at 0 mV (DGo) was calculated according to
pore domain. However, the continuous ring of major the following:
impact residues encompassing the internal pore should
DGo 5 0.2389 zFV50be interpreted cautiously, because sequence differ-
ences leave open the possibility that the structures of If the channel is in equilibrium between closed and open states at
the two channels may be different in this region. Evi- 0 mV (V50 5 0 mV), then DGo will be 0. Negative DGo values indicate
that at 0 mV the closed-open equilibrium will favor the open state,dence from several laboratories suggests that move-
while positive values indicate that the equilibrium favors the closedment of the transmembrane helices in the pore domain
state. The differences in DGo between wild-type and mutant chan-(S5 and S6), possibly involving rotation, may underlie
nels was calculated according to the following:
the structural changes in the pore corresponding to acti-
DDGo 5 DGomut 2 DGowtvation gating (Liu et al., 1997; Holmgren et al., 1998;
Perozo et al., 1998, 1999; Tatulian et al., 1998). Location
Negative values of DDGo are caused by leftward shifts in the voltage±of each voltage-sensing domain at the interface be- activation relations (and/or larger z) and signify that the mutation
tween pore domain subunits would make them ideally has caused a relative stabilization of the open state over the closed
positioned to couple changes in their conformation to state. Positive values of DDGo are caused by rightward shifts in the
voltage±activation relations (and/or smaller z) and signify that thechanges in the orientation of the pore domain helices.
mutation has caused a relative stabilization of the closed state over
the open state. The mutations made in the present study resulted
in a wide range of changes in side chain volume. The smallestExperimental Procedures
change in side chain volume was 15 AÊ 3 (R to W), while the largest
change in side chain volume was 115 AÊ 3 (G to W). The average changeMutagenesis and Expression of Shaker K1 Channels
in side chain volume (DVolave) was 68 AÊ 3. In order to systematicallyThe Shaker H4 K1 channel cDNA (Kamb and et al., 1988) was modi-
compensate for different volume changes, we also calculated afied by deleting part of the N terminus (D6±46) to remove fast inacti-
weighted DDGo according to this equation:vation (Hoshi et al., 1990). Point mutations were introduced by gen-
erating mutant fragments by PCR, ligating into the appropriately
DDGow 5 DDGo (jDVolave/DVolj)digested vectors, and verifying by automated DNA sequencing.
These Shaker constructs, in a bluescript vector, were linearized with Ionic selectivity of all mutant channels was also examined by mea-
HindIII and transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase. Oocytes from suring instantaneous I±V relationships with Rb1 and Na1 as external
Xenopus laevis frogs were removed surgically and incubated with cations and endogenous K1 as the presumed internal cation.
agitation for 1±1.5 hr in a solution containing (in mM): NaCl 82.5,
KCl 2.5, MgCl2 1, HEPES 5 (pH 7.6 with NaOH), and collagenase Acknowledgments
(2 mg/ml; Worthington Biochemical). Defolliculated oocytes were
injected with cRNA and incubated at 178C in a solution containing We thank Zhe Lu for helpful discussions and J. Nagle and D. Kauff-
(in mM): NaCl 96, KCl 2, MgCl2 1, CaCl2 1.8, and HEPES 5 with 50 man (NINDS sequencing facility) for DNA sequencing. D. H. Hackos
mg/ml gentamicin (GIBCO±BRL) (pH 7.6 with NaOH) for 1±7 days was supported by the PRAT program, National Institute of General
prior to electrophysiological recording. Oocyte membrane voltage Medical Sciences, and National Institutes of Health.
was controlled using an OC-725C oocyte clamp (Warner Instru-
ments). Data were filtered at 2 kHz (8-pole Bessel) and digitized at Received October 12, 1999; revised November 30, 1999.
10 kHz. Microelectrode resistances were 0.1±0.8 MV when filled
with 3 M KCl. Oocytes were studied in a 160 ml recording chamber
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